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Latin America, and it is largely from thinkers, activists and
communities in these continents that I have learnt my craft,
and I think what I have learnr has wider application. I also
think our modern social challenges - the questions of how to
live well, how to create good work, how to create resource
on a fragile planet, how to care for one another - transcend
national borders. The British welfare state was emulated
globally. Reinventing this original and brillianr experi-
ment in our times is a project that similarly reaches beyond
national borders.

The Welfare State

how it happened

and why it's not working

On a cold and wet November night in 1942, Londoners
formed a queue. Huddled under umbrellas in a line that
stretched around a block of government offices, they waited
to see a report that civil servants had at first tried to suppress,

and then to amend. The publication of this report marked
the beginning of one the biggest social transformations the
world has ever seen.

The report, with its pale blue covers and cumbersome

oflicial title, Social Insurance and Allied Seruices, was known
from the outset as the Beveridge Report, after its author
Sir Williarn Beveridge. It was a technical blueprint for the
modern welfare state. Beveridge set out plans for a free

national health service, policies for full employment, family
allowances and the abolition of poverty through a compre-
hensive system of social insurance. The new welfare state was

for everyone, and it would be universal in scope.

Half a million copies of the report were sold within three
days, and the first edition sold out in a matter of weeks. So

intense was the national interest in what Beveridge had pro-
posed that the report was continually reprinted over many
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months and years. I own a copy from the 1960s. Although
aimed at a British audience, the report rapidly attracted
international attention, and Beveridge immediately left on

a speaking tour of the United States, where he met with
Franklin Roosevelt. The Beveridge Report was translated

into twenty-two languages shaping not just the British wel-
fare state, but the very idea of welfare across the world.

'A revolutionary moment in the worldos history is a time
for revolutions, not for patching,' Beveridge grandly declared

in the Report's opening pages. Beveridge, who had studied
law, worked as a civil servant and would later become a

Liberal member of the House of Lords, had led a governm.ent

commission as part of the report process. He had travelled up

and down the country, and everywhere he went he'd heard

an almost universal desire for radical, even ulopian, social

change and he wanted to meet public expectations.

The Beveridge Report changed the lives ofBritish people.

It led to an unprecedented programme of public investment
and construction: the provision of new services, the training
of professionals and the building of new homes. Existing
clinics and schools were swept up into new services and

transformed in the process. A Dickensian Britain where
most people died in their sixties, where many families had to
choose between spending money on food or on a new pair
of school shoes and where heating was a luxury - this world
was swept away. The nation's health improved, life spans

Iengthened, there was access t<l good education and security
for those who were ternporarily out of work.r

But it almost didn't happen. The history of the welfare
state is usually told as if the new services and institutions
grew organically, somehow predestined to follow the Great

Depression and the Second World'War. The reality was a

little different.
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The ideas had been long in the making. Beveridge and his

contemporaries were born in the reign of Queen Victoria.
They were children of the Ernpire and of their class, but they
were also interested in the thinking and activism of the new
labour unions, the co-operative movement and the many
community organisations that grew in response to the social

challenges of the early twentieth century.
These social reformers and grass-roots activists were

convinced that simply doing good here and there was rlot
enough. As Beatrice Webb put it, the 'benevolent philarr-
thropy' of the Victorian era had had its day and systenric:

reform was needed. An increasingly influential group of
thinkers gathered around her and her husband Sidney at

the London School of Economics. This group included
Beveridge, and R. H. Tawney, the historian, social critic
and campaigner. They dedicated themselves to community
work and to academic study, developing ideas and debating

the rnerits of potential new systems.

War had revealed the defects of existing services, which
could not cope with the disruption. Just as importantly,
Britons had got to know each other across the divides of
class and geography. The arrival of thin and hungry chil-
dren sewn into the one pair of clothes they owned shocked

people who had taken evacuees from the cities into their
homes. Meanwhile those who shared shifts on the front line,
or worked in war shelters at home, heard terrible stories of
hardship and cruelty, of avaricious landlords and ruthless

employers. The middle and upper classes, many ofwhom hacl

been brought up to think of poverty as something brought
on by laziness, something that only happened to the feckless

Gw, realised they had not seen the full picture. There was

a new awareness of social realities, and a broader conviction
that previous inequalities were no longer acceptable.
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Yet still the birth of the welfare state was a struggle. The
scale of the reforms was always controversial, and many tried
to resist. Civil servants and prominent politicians saw the
organisational and institutional changes as 'too revolution*
ary'.z Doctors were largely suspicious of the designs for a

national health service in which they thought they would lose

their independence and professional standing. Economists
argued that the post-war recovery would be derailed by
the levels of investment needed, and philosophers such as

Friedrich Hayek-who also taught at the LSE and in7944had
published his own best-seller, The Road to SerJdom - argued
that the role of the state should be reduced following the war,
rather than put to social purpose.

Beveridge, however, was adept at keeping his revolution-
ary social ambitions at the heart of public debate. He airily
dismissed discussions about existing systems, organisational
structures or cost as 'marginal matters'. And he met tirelessly
with the public, writing newspaper articles and recording
radio interviews in which he painted a compelling vision of
a better, fairer nation. He appealed to the poor, writing about
'the scandal of physical want', while also assuring those who
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were rnore sceptical that 'the plan is not one for giving to
everybody something for nothing'.3 His arresting image of a
war on the five giant evils - want, ignorance, disease, squalor

and idleness - was widely depicted in cartoons.

The government had simply asked Beveridge to chair an

inquiry. He had not been given a mandate to design the wel-
fare state, and many of his colleagues in government reglrcled
his behaviour as that of an unseemly selGpublicist, but 'the

people's 
'Williarn', 

as he became known, ignored the srrip-

ing and continued to cement the support of an affectionarc
public. The general public may not always have understr:orl
the complexity of what Beveridge was proposing, much less

his grander ideas of building a new Athenian democracy, but
most believed in and wanted a fairer Britain and they thought
he would ensure it was delivered. Just as the public had been

central to the development of the ideas that informed the
Beveridge ptoposals, so it was ordinary citizens who ensured

implementatiorr. The people were ready to hold the politi-
cians to account, and it was this knowledge that ultimately
galvanised action and brought the welfare state into being.a

Change, controversy and crisis

Fortuitously, in the early years the economic doubts proved

unfounded. The welfare state did not scupper the nation's

economic growth: in fact, the opposite happened. A well-
housed, healthy, educated workforce, protected by social

insurance frorn the worst vicissitudes of poverty, contributcd
to the post-wer recovery and enjoyed the decades of pros-

perity that followed.
But even soo the critics were not convinced by the success

of the welfare state, nor were they seduced by the inter-
national emulation and replication of the British nrodel.Beveridge slaying the Fiye Ciant Euils, 1942
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Opposition, then as now, focused on two issues: cost and the
role of the state.

In 1950, barely a decade after the reforms had started and

only two years after the National Health Act was passed,

Nye Bevan, the Labour Minister of Health, was called to
Parliament to justify and explain the spiralling operational
costs of the new health service. A year later Bevan resigned

from the Cabinet in protest at the introduction of charges

for dental care and for glasses - charges that had been intro-
duced by his fellow Labour minister, the Chancellor Hugh
Gaitskell, in an early effort to manage costs.

The rapid growth of state institutions alarmed many. In
the 1930s, the state accounted for 20 per cent of national
economic activity (GDP). By 1945, this figure had risen to
45 per cent. Some of those who argued that this expansion

of the state must be controlled were, like Hayek, ideologues

implacably opposed to the state per se. Others were what I
would call improvers; their positions were more nuanced

and their concern was simply to find the best way to provide
welfare services.

Beveridge became increasingly ambivalent about his own
re{brrns. He had envisaged both a strong role for the state

and for volunteer organisations, and he was alarmed to see

the state increasingly taking over. 'It did frankly send a chill
to n1y heart,' Beveridge complained when he learnt that a1l

services would in future be administered by civil servants,

with sickness benefits being sent by post.s He had suggested

that the Victorian friendly societies could play a role in deliv-
ering benefits, but he was overruled by the post-war Labour
government. Despite these rumblings, broad support for the
welfare state continued.

Crisis and division came in the 1970s, when economic
growth stumbled and unemployment rose. Strikes provoked
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clebate about the real needs of workers who had never had

it so good, while demands from the International Monetary

Fund that Britain decrease its spending on the welfare state

in return for an international loan seeded doubts about the

merits of state-run services. Public support - always the bed-

rock of the welfare state - started to unravel.

The welfare state had been a cross-party project, but eco-

nomic crisis forced the polarisation of views. On the right,

neoliberals emphasised the financial cost of welfare systerlls

and argued for the creation of privatised markets that might

deliver a reduced welfare state more efiiciently. On the left,

the socialists dug in, continuing to believe in the trans-

formative power of the state and the potential of a neutral

bureaucracy to serve everyone, regardless of their starting

point in life.
By 1980, with Margaret Thatcher in power in Britain and

Ronald Reagan President of the United States, the neoliberals

were in the ascendant and they were the ones framing the

terms of the welfare debate. They advocated a rnore 'business-

like' approach, which they called new public managentent.6

This was, as the name implies, a set of theoties on public

administration, developed and shared internationelly. The

beliefwas that large and expensive state bureaucracies would be

brought under control through the introduction of comtnercial

management ptactices: competition, audit, continuous cycles

of innovation, numerical targets and stringent cost controls.

Gradually, as the practices of new public management were

widely adopted, the ideas came to be seen not so much as a

political theory rooted in anti-government ideology, but just

common sense. Successive governnrents, on the left and the

right, have continued to reorganise public bodies, including

welfare services, along market lines. Today most public ser-

vices - from bin collections to healthcare - are.commissioned
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(that is, bought) through private competition frameworks.T

Many of us have forgotten that any other model existed,
'lVhether 

these arrangements have led to either improved
social outcomes or cost savings is a matter of bitter debate.

Those who support market-led reforms claim the intro-
duction of numerical targets has successfully brought down
hospital waiting times and driven up school exam results.

Those who are more sceptical ernphasise the waste endemic
in these quasi rnarket systens, where they estirnate that up
to 50 per cent of available public resource is absorbed by the
skills, time and data required to enter the bidding processes

through which contracts are wor. The sceptics also point out
that only large multinational corporations can afford to bid,
which distances the providers of services frorn the commu-
nities they are serving.

These debates - about how to nlanage the institutions -
grow more noisy with each passing year. They demand our
attention, our energy and our enlotions.

Bttt, as more and rnore of us are coming to realise, these

are the wrong debates.

While we focus narrowly on how ro patch and mend our
post-w:rr welfare institutions our attention is diverted from
the bigger social shifts and transitions that are taking place.
'Ihe worlcl that surrounds our welfare systen-ls is very differ-
ent. 

.W'hen 
we ask our questions and srart our innovations

from within - standing inside the institutions and wonder-
ing how they can be fixed - we miss the misnratch between
what is on offbr and what help is required. And crucially, we
also overlook the potential that surrounds us: the new ideas,

resources, inventions and energy that we could bring to the
problerns at hand.

IJeveridge did not consider the nineteenth-century Poor
Law to be an appropriate response to the challenges of the
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twentieth century. Similarly, growing nurnbers today do

not believe relentless attenlpts to fix the twentieth*century
welfare state are the right response for our modern lives. We
need our own revolution.

Modern troubles

There are three reasons why our welfare state cannot work
for us in rhis century.

First, we are facing big social challenges that werc ttot
foreseen when our welfare state was designed. Challcngcs
such as obesity, ageing and the globalised changes to work
are not only new, they are different in nature, and need new

types of response.

Second, we have a crisis of care. 'We cannot find ways to
provide or pay for kind and human care. This challenge is not
new but as our popularion ages it has grown in scale, threat-
ening to overwhelm the very possibility of a welfare state.

Third, poverty and inequality have not been adequately

addressed. Over one rnillion people in Britain today are con-

sidered to be destitute, and the inequalities between us are

greater than at any point since the nineteenth century.
All three of these challenges are closely entwined, but I

will look at each in turn.

( 1 ) Twe nty-f i rst-ce ntu ry p rob I e ms
'We 

are facing new challenges. Global warming, mass migra-
tion, demographic changes, chronic disease epidemics, concerns

about security and escalating inequality. These are the problerns

of our age and our existing systems cannot rranage, much less

solve, them.

The welfare state is an industrial system. Its institutions
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and services reflect the era in which they were designed. This
was the era of mass production, of hierarchy and rules, of
comnrand and control. Let's take health as an exalnple. The
National Health Service is a vertical institution with rigid
hierarchies and protocols: nurses can do one thing, doctors
another, and each layer of the hierarchy strictly controls
access to the layer above it. Power and decision-rnaking is

concentrated at the top - this was the natural order of things
in the 1950s.

The NHS functions like a factory, managing the distribu-
tion of drugs and patients. The latter: move nlutely through
the systern, like any other indr-rstrial unit: they are lined up,
placed in beds and moved along the cronveyor belt. Such

a systeln worked well in the twentieth century when we
suffered from episodic illnesses such as polio, pneurnonia or
whooping cough, diseases that responded well to rnedicine
and, if necessary, to hospitalisation. Y<:u were ill, you took the

medicine and you were cured or you died. In this century the
conveyor belt still works quite well for routine rnaintenance:

broken bones or cataract operatiolls. The queues might be

long, but we are treated and we leave repaired.

The problern is that most of us are now grappling with
quite different troubles. Modern diseases are chronic - that is
they last a long time, often a lifetime * irnd cannot be cured.
Today these conditions, including diabetes and obesity, as

well as rnany cancers and forms of mental illness, affect fif-
teen million people and account for 70 per cent of health
expenditure.s Diabetes was virtually unheard of rvhen the
NHS was designed, but now someone is diagnosed with dia-
betes every two seconds. This condition alone costs the NHS

d14 billion ayear to nranage, and those with diabetes-related

complications occupy an estirnated one in seven hospital
beds.e Not one of these individuals can be cured. Living well
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with chronic conditions is the only possible goal (aside frorn
prevention) and this requires changes in everyday habits: a

different diet, more exercise, motivation not nredicine. But
change is hard, and without support few can muster or sustain

the motivation required. The NHS is not set up to ollbr this
form of help.

Many are searching for a different way forward. ()ver a

decade ago, I went to Bolton, to visit one of the best cliatretes

networks in the country. Here a group ofvisionary leadcrs had

developed an innovative approach bringing together a rar)gc

of previously disparate services to work in a coordinatecl wrry.

I arrived and took my seat in the doctor's waiting roolrr.
Spotting that I was new, a patient came over. Just get orr

to the stabbing,' he advised me in a conspiratorial whispcr.
This patient assumed I was also waiting for the diabetes nursc

and was kindly trying to help rne circumvent the tiresome
health messages so I could rnore quickly access insulin injec-
tions. Here was part of the challenge that facecl the Bolton
network: despite re-organising their services and diagnosing
diabetes earlier, they weren't able to change patient behav-
iours. The social glue between patients was stronger than any

relationship between the patient and the professional and the

consequences could be dire, and also expensive.lo To make

change in the lives of their patients, this exemplary group
knew that somehow they had to change the relationships
between clinicians and patients, and harness these networks
between patients in different ways.

I cor-rld nrake a similar point about many other areas of wel-
fare. Schools are also vertical organisations where pupils rnove

along from form to form and year to year, sitting in rows as

chunks of knowledge are dispensed and then tested. Again,
such systems were appropriate in the 1950s. Schools were

preparing pupils for a life within similar hierarchies. Today,
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these same methods can be intensified to raise performance in

standardised tests - an improvement in the production line'li

But modern life requires a broader range of skills, including

the ability to collaborare, create and think laterally. In this

century our most important skill is our ability to continually

learn, and this cannot be acquired simply by adding more

subjects to the curriculum or making the existing school day

more efficient. A different model of education is required'

Creating and finding good work is a challenge I consider in

experiment #3. It is not a new concern, but again the nature

of the problem has changed. Beveridge designed a system to

manafJe what were expected to be temporary disruptions in

the pattern of a job for life. But today work is not stable and

periods out of work are normal as we move between jobs'
'We are told to expect an average of eleven jobs in a lifetime,

and for many of us there is no binary division between being

in work and being out of work, as we juggle different hats,

roles and contracts. There are large areas of the country where

there is no good work to be found, and technology is making

increasing numbers of roles redundant at high speed' At the

same tirne, more and more ofus are creatinpl our ownjobs: by

2O2O half of Britons will be sole rraders. The careers adviser

has little to offer those creating their own work' And there

is another, bigger shift: most new jobs are not advertised' It
turns out that your friends are more likely to know about new

openings than the expert advisers.

The challenges we face today - whether new challenges

like chronic disease or older challenges that have taken on

new form, such as finding good work - are lonpJ-term and

continuous. These are not one-offevents that can be cured

by an expert or a process that is done to us' 
'What 

is common

to these modern problems is that the solutions require our

participation. Whether we think about diabetes or climate
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change, good ageing or good education, we have to be

active agents of change. Solutions require us - communities,
the state, business and citizens - to work together, drawing
on new ideas and above all on each other to create change.

But our post-war institutions were not designed to help us

collaborate or to come together to sustain changed ways of
living. In fact, they were more often designed to keep L1s out,
at arm's length, where we could be managed.

(2) Who cares?

Care is the problem that has always been with us: the fhult
line in our current systems, the fracture that we can't qttitc
resolve. The challenge of care - for the old, the young and

the unwell or less able * is not new, but with demographic:

chang;e, it has intensified. Today the challenge of lrow to crrrc

for one another and how to pay for this care seenls so acute it
threatens the very possibility of a welfare systcnr.

Beveridge and his contemporaries decidecl that care would
be unpaid, dornestic, wornen's work. They assurned a white
male breadwinner and a tidy housewife who would be there

with the tea on the table, ready to care for children, older
relatives and, if necessary, the neighbours. Care was tidied
away and swept out of view behind our front doors.

For a while this fragile, almost non-arrangement worked.
But by the 1960s seisrnic social change was under way and

the cracks were beginning to show. In The Feminine Mystique

(1963), Betty Friedan likened the horne to a 'comfortable

concentration camp'. She was not alone in feeling trapped.
'Wornen wanted to study, to work, to have the same oppor-
tunities as their husbands, or better still to have sex and be

single girls.l2'Women were not going to be at home, and it
could no longer be assumed that they would do the caring.
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Most women and men in this century want to work and

to share their caring roles, but balancing the competing
demands of love and work is hard to do. Long and unpredict-
able working hours, often for low wages, leaves us little time
to organise the basic stuffof living. Negotiating the logistics

of childcare in particular puts a strain on our relationships.

Almost half ofBritish children are no longer living with both
their parents by their teenage years, as the challenge oftrying
to balance too many conlpeting demands and desires forces

parents apart. 'When our relationships fracture, finding time
to care becomes even harder. For single parents, 90 per cent

of whom are worlen, the juggling intensifies.r3

Modern work also dernands greater geographic mobility.
Some of us are happy, eager even, to move in search of new
opportunities and experiences. Others move more reluc-
tantly, forced to migrate from cornmunities where social

bonds are strong but p;ood work can no longer be found, or
where housing lr.as become unaffordable. This leaves us living
at greater distance from our families, a particular challenge
when elderly relatives may need many years of support.la

The post-war model of care organised around women's

unpaid work was never satisfactory and today it cannot hold.
As the fractures deepen, neither the state nor the market has

been able to provide adequate alternatives and the result has

been a painful mess.

The lack of care available to us as we age is a story that hits
newspaper headlines with deadening regularity. There are

more pensioners in Britain today than yourlli people under
the age of sixteen. The oldest old - those of us who are over
the age of eighty - are the fastest-growing population group
in the country. One in five of us will live to be a hundred,
and the Queen has expanded the team that sends centenarians
a birthday telegram. Our longevity is in good part due to
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the welfare stare. Improved living and working condirions,
n'd,rost ofall a free health service, have enabled us to live
healthier and longer lives. This should be a cause for cele_
bration. But while our existing arrangements have helped
us to live longer, they can no longer help us live better. Our
pension system is not fit for purpose, our health services are
struggling to cope and adult social care services are in crisis.

Beveridge did not design wirh older people irr mind.
He assunred, based on the data for his own time, that few
would be lucky enough to enjoy even ten years of retire'l*rt
(the average is now twenty-two years, and rising). Hc also
assumed that most ofus would die before we needed the now
commonplace maintenance arranfJenlents of hip replacenrclltri
and heart surgery. He certainly had no experience of thc
cornplications that can typify later life in this cenrury, whcrc
memory loss can coincide with both the newer life.stylc dis_
eases and the more traditional ailments of olcler agc.

Beveridge's original designs emphasised the Natiorral
Health Serviceo which is both national - hencc irs name - and
free to patients. Social services had a ntclrc precarious and
arbitrary status: they were never expected to be fiee, and they
were devolved to local governments, who had some latitude
in what could be provided. Few people unclersrand this divi-
sion until they or a fanrily member are in need of services,
and for rnost, what they discover is a rude shock.

Local governments preside over shrinking budgets and
growing numbers ofelderly residents. They face almost irnpos-
sible choices and have attempted to manage the ensuing crisis
according; to orthodox cornmon sense. Firstly they have tight-
ened the criteria that older people must meet in order to receive
help. It is estimated that only half as many older people are
currently eligible for support in comparison with the 1990s, and
charities claim that there are now well over one million people
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every year who need support but who do not meet the criteria'15

Secondly, in a desperate search for efiiciency, local authorities

have opened Llp the provision of services to the rnarket'

Ninety per cent nf care in Britain is provided by nineteen

thousand private sector organisations that cannot deliver

what they promise on the budgets provided. Teams of well-

intentioned but often poorly trained and badly paid care

wotkers are allotted tefl* to fifteen-rninute slots to make

home visits in which they are expected to bathe, dress and

feed an older person. This is the systern in which 'personal

care' means a note by the front cloor rerninding the care

worker - wiro is unlikely to always be the same individr"ral -
that the white flannel in the bathroom is for the face, the

blure flannel for the bottorn. The strain and distress this way

of wor:king places on the carer thickens the ctisis.

Redr-rcing the provision of social carre does not save money.

Instead, it has terrible repercussions on our health services.

Without support at home older people increasingly find

themselves in hospital, often languishing as 'bed blockers'' It
is estirnated that up to 40 per cent of hospital beds are occu*

pied by older people who do not neecl to be in hospital, at an

annual cost of d900 million'16 Successive [lealth Ministers

have pronrised that the two systenls - the NHS and adult

social care * will be brought together' Ilut a clash of cuiture

and a tussle over budgets have meant that government plans

have stalled at the implementation stage. 'Ihe comrnands of
Health Ministers,like those of the highly regarded leaders of
the NHS, have nr:t made a difference. As so often, the more

we {bcus ofl the rop-down reorganisation of irrstitutions, the

more the answers seern to elude us.

The result is that ageing has hecome a conversation about

scarcity: what can we do about so many people, and with
so little money. Age UK estimate that public spending on
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social care would rreecl to increase by a minimum of d1.65
billion, to a total of ahnost d10 billion,by 2020-Ql in order
to manage what they refer to as 'unito cost pressures.lT In th.e

garne ofpass*the-parcel it is as ifthe music has speeded up and

the game has become more fienzied. No instittttion wants to
be ieft holding these expensive ounits' when the urusic stops.

ln fact, the challenge of caring for an elderly population
r,vithin our current systems and services seems so l:uge rnd
so expensive we appear to be paralysed: frozen in thc lr*rcl-
lights and unable to make change. I consider this partii:ular
challenge in depth in experirnent #5.

How we can care for our srnall childrerr is no less of'rr

dilemma. There are parents who need or want to work.
There are others who want to care for their children and fecl

bewiidered that this fundamental role no longer appears to
have any value, as if they somehow have a societal duty to go

out to work rather than look after their very little children.
There are still others who perhaps were not well cared for
when they were young and now find themselves as rnothers

or fathers with little idea of what to do ancl desperately irr

need of support. In some communities, a third of children
are not ready to corne to school: they are rlot potty trained;
they cannot put on their own shoes; they do not have the

hasic social skills that would enable them to start learning or
rnixing with other children.ls

Governments on the left and right have promised to
increase the hours ofchildcare available and decrease the cost

for'hard-working' parents. Once again an industrial mindset
is brought to bear as attempts are rrade to lower the unit cost

in order to increase the scale ofproduction. The answers pro*
posed are always based on low wages for carers and irs rnarty

little children as possible allocated to each carer.

It is currently legal to leave six children under the age r:f
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two with one carer. Childcare experts question the wisdom
of such a ratio. Policy-makers respond by pointing to the

increased ievels of training that carers must undergo (improv-
ing the mechanics and rnanagement of the system). Good

care, however, is emotional labour: it is intensive, exhausting,

sometimes lonely and boring, but always about deep human

connection and relationships. No adult, however well quali-
fied, can take six children under two on a walk, nor can they

make something with so many small hands all at once. What
is on offer is not an early experience of human flourishing,
but a sort of warehousing.

Our current welfare instituLions cannot provide care. 'V7orse,

they cannot even speak a language with which we might begin
to think warmly and humanly about what is needed. Caring
for each other is not about efficiency or units of production. It
is about human connection, our developnrcnt, and at the end

our comfort and dignity. As I will show, we can find afforda-

ble solutions to these challenges, but not ifwe start within the

narrow confines of current debates and existing institutions,
borrowing a bit here and patching a bit there.

(3) Madern poverty

The welfare state has not eradicated poverty. At the begin-
ning of this century a million people were dependent on food
banks.le Many more can't afford basic possessions or furnish-
ing for their homes. A third of British children grow up in
poor households, mosl of them in families where someone

is in work, earning wages that are too low to lift the family
out of povefiy,za In fact, poverty in Britain is persistent and

growing. Researchers predict this pattern will continue for
the foreseeable future.2l

Poverty is also deepening. ln 201,6 the Joseph Rowntree
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lioundation, who have been collecting poverty data for
over a hundred years, were forced to add a new category
ro their research: that of destitution. Shockirrgly, in Britain,
the fifth-largest economy in the world, 1.25 million people,
irrcluding more than three hundred thousand children are
struggling to eat, keep warm and clean, and find a bed for
the night.22

It might feel as if we have gone a fu1l circle, that our world
is very similar to the one that Beveridge confronted, but thcre
is a striking and fundarnental difference between the povcrty
of the post-war world and poverty today. Today, most peoplc
who are poor are in work. Nearly half of all working farni-
lies in Britain are supported by benefits as the welfare state is
forced to subsidise the private secror by topping up wages rhat
are too low to live on.23 Contrary to widespread perceptions,
1 per cent of the welfare bill goes to support the unemployed
(d3 billion a year) and over 30 per cenr (almosr d70 billion a

year) goes to support those who are in work but who are paid
too little to survive.za The fundamental contract on which
our welfare state is based - that work is always a route out of
poverty - is broken.

In this new world there is a yawning gap between the rich
and the rest. The real value ofwages has fallen for proGssional
groups and for the low-paid.zs But the dramatic and growing
gulf is between a srnall elite pulling away at the rop and an
increasingly isolated and marginal group to be fr:und at the
bottom, the so-called precariat. A survey of British class, the
largest ever undertaken, has been analysed in detail by Mike
Savage, a professor of sociology at the London School of
Economics. Savage and his colleagues have found that spiral*
ling inequality is transforming rhe narure of British poverty.
An increasing guif in incomes and wealth correlates with a

gulf in experience and possibility.26
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The elite not only enjoy high incomes, they are further
cushioned try high savings and high house prices. Their
lives are distant, not just in terms of wealth, but also in
terms of who they know, the things they enjoy and where

they live (rnostly in the Home Counties and certain parts

of London). The elite are a tight social grouping of chief
executives, judges and leaders: people with connections and

social standing. The precariat - about 15 per cent of the pop-
ulation * live on incomes of less than d73,000 a year. For

this group, saving money is impossible and housing costs are

rising. The precariat are also geographically concentrated

in the old indr"rstrial heartlands and socially insulated: their
friendships and connections rarely extend beyond their
immediate circle.

Living in this unequal world makes all of us anxious.
There are those who are not'poor', but whose incomes are

declining. They look around at the fifestyles and consump-
tion habits portrayed in the media and exhibited by their
neighbours and they worry about their futures and those of
their children.2T The rich also develop their own neuroses

as they look furtively over their shoulclers and try to keep

up with their peers. As incomes rise, aspirations rise to
rnatch. The well-offfind themselves trapped, in the words
of the econornic historian Avner Offer, on the 'hedonic
treadmill': they are rich but they don't feel better.28

Money does not equate to the good life, as Aristotle told
us thousands of years ago, and in this increasingly unequal
worid it seems that even the well-off do not feel that they
have enough.

Of course, it is the poor who are affected rnost by inequal-
ity and the decline in incomes. Once again, as in Beveridge's

time, decent housing and food are beyond the reach of many.

Just as importantly, dignity is damaged. There is the psychic
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pain of feeling inferior, the frustration at not being able to
stand on one's own feet, the lack of autonomy endemic in
rrrodern low-wage work. A1l of these exert physical effects:
they lower the immune sysrem, make us feel ill and lead to
shorter lives.2e And the ante keeps rising: the need for the
right phone, the right suit, the right teeth, in order to take
part socially or to succeed at a job inrerview.30 And while the
welfare state can hand out money, it has little help to offer
those facing the increasingly complex social and emotional
cffects of modern poverty.

One of rny first projects in Britain was with schools. I
worked with one then notorious school in South Londou
on a building design project. The school's original building,
designed by Sir Leslie Marrin, the architect of the Royal
Festival Hall, was an iconic post-war building, a model <lf
the welfare state's school-building programme. Ilut it had
never worked: too hot in surnmer, too cold in winter, it was
also a place of dark and frightening corridors whcre bullying
and worse could take place. To architects, this school was a

place ofbeauty. To the children inside, ir was a hated place, a

symbol of their'bog-standard' lives and lack of future.
I started making collages with the pupils. Using a huge

pile of magazines, I asked a group of teenagers to cut out
pictures and show me what they wanted their school to be
like. To my surprise they produced great quantities of swim-
rning pools. 

'What 
was this about, I wondered, remembering

my own adolescence where, rarher podgy and lacking in
self-confidence, I had done everything possible to avoid
swimrning and the public changing it entailed, and I know I
arn not alone. We talked about the collages. This particular
school shared a boundary wall with one of London's top prep
schools. On the prep-school side of the wall was a swimming
pool. The longing, it turned out, was not so much for a pool,
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hut to belong on the other side of the wall. To be one of those

expensive-looking pupils with expensive-looking lives fu1l of
hope and prourise.

Moderu poverty is about money and abaat a breakdown

in our social fabric, a rc-Ilt in our r:elationships and our shared

experience. As the work of Savage ancl his colleagues shows,

we don't know each other any more. This paucity of rela-

tionships a:ftbcts our understanding of the world, our rich

enjoyment and our tnateriai chances sirrce now, more than

ever, whonr we know affects whcl we can be and what we

can do"

In tl're {trce of these challeng4es, the welfare state is impo-
tent. Flowever good our schools, for extmple, study aftet

stucly shows us that education can 11o longer compete with
the structural transfers of wealth between generations.:r1 It is
the wealth and social position of our p;rrents that will largely

dL'tenrrinc iF or wherc we go to lrtrivcrsity, ltot our owll
hard work" Inconre transGrs * thc benefits paid to work*
ing farLilies - rnight prevent starvrtion, but they also build
resentment. A negligible few wlult to actually depencl on

hlnclouts. And our health services in particular are strained

by the eftects of our anxiety, poor: cliets and stress-induced

clisease: all exacerbated by poverty. The welflrre state can do

little to cirse either the anxiety or lhe material effects that

rnoclern poverty produces in our lives.

The fatal flaw

Our welfare state might still catch us when we fall, br-rt it
canrlot help us take flight. It canttot support us to confront

the challenges we face today arrd it cannot chauge the direc-

tion of our lives. Those who find tirernselves tangled in its
safbty nets feel rage and despair that they mLtsl iive in such
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r:ircunrstances, propped up by benefits and conclescending

aclvice. Just as irnportantly, ilrany nrore feel overlooked: their
incornes are declining and they feel less secr-rre. They are

;rngry that their taxes contribute to a systcrm tha[ uo longer
seerls open and available. We had hoped fcrr sati:ty nc'ts that
would give us the weft and propulsion of a traurpoline but
instead we find we are woven into a tight trap.

The insight that our weifare state is strugglirrg irr the

rnodern era is not new" Welfare reform has been on thc
political agenda fbr alrnost four decades. l]ut the refirrrris

on offer have rxrt changed lives, nor have they changecl rlrc

welfare model. There have been expert advisers, investnrcrrl

in managernent and heated debate, but a time traveller frtlrn
the 1950s wouid still probably recognise most of the serviccs

on offer. We have tried to change our industrial systeurs

with hierarchical corntnand.s and mechanical processes of
efiiciency, but the former Prime Minister Torry Blair is not
the only one to have noliced with frustration that pulling
the industrial levers of power seenls to make very little dif-
ference. These methods of change no longer work. Certainly
fhe reforms have not given us the raclical new approaches t<:

health, care or to work that we need.

But something else has happened, something that has both
exacerbated our cllrrent diflicr-rlties and revealed a fatal flaw
at the hearr ofthe original design.

New public rnailaglenlent has been preseilted as a neutral

theory of adrninistration mer:ely concerned with efficiency

and technicai adjustments. 13ut, with hindsight, we can see

that this is a programme of far-reaching cultural change.

The services may look the same, but our relatronship to the

welfare state has been profoundly altered in ways that make

it much harder to confront the wider sociai challengles we
now face.
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The welfare state has been reshaped as a service industry'

In the beginning, the welfare state was a shared project to

build a better Britain for everyone. The services on offer were

critical: they educated us so we could participate; they housed

us and took care of our health. But the services were a l11eans

to an end, not the end in itself'

Today that vision has gone and in its place has grou'n an

obsession with the business of service delivery' 'Free, perfect

and trow' - this is what the cLlstollter expects frotn a servicc

business.32 So it has proven with our welfirre services' Now

ttrat we are the custonlers and the cnlture is one of a busiuess,

we h:rvc, norrnalised the idea that for every problem there

must be a service. Anc{ our dentancls arc insatiable. Ironically,

the very practices that were intendecl to rationalise the wel-

fare state have driven up demancl. ()iven the sitrrultaneous

pressures to reduce budgets, the result has been a nrttshroom-

ing of low-cost services.3l Those in rcul rreed reel between

these services, or they fall through the cracks.3a

For those who work within our wclfhre services, the shifts

have been equally corrosive. We arc ctrcouraged to rate our

doctors or our bin collectors rnuch ls we uright rate a filrn

or a visit to a restaurant. Nobody flecls part of an important

sharccl project. Instead, organisatioual cultures increasingly

reflect thosc' of the market they are part of; arm's length and

transactional. In othcr words, at thc' very lnolllent that we

need to parcicipate and draw on each other to tnaintaitr our

health, to care for one another, to find work, even to trrake

the connections that might erode the boundaries of poverty,

humanity and relationships are being driven out of our ser-

vices and our professional cultures. See the same doctor? Too

expensive. Help another you11g person? Too risky. Provide

solutions through a known comtuunity group? Against the

rules of competition.
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Not all these difficulties can be laid at the door of new public
n)ilurlgc'n1ent and the market. The reforms have arrrplified an

crror tlrat was already present, a f,rtal flaw that ]]c'veridge rnade

the sut-rject of his third and final report.3s

[n1946 Reveridge published a report on vollrntirry a<:tion,

in which he voiced his concern that he had both urissctl and

linrited the power of the citizen and of comrnurritics. The
people's Willianr didn't like the way citizens were prcvcr)tcd
lrom contributing tirne or nloney to the cost of serviccs; lrc

worried that sorne core groLlps were not benefrting frorn lris

reforrns; and he was increasingly aware that cornmunitics,
rather than distarrt, cold and hierarchical institutions, arc

ofte'n nruch better at identifying needs and clesigning solu-
tions. Beveridge had designed people and their relationships

out ofthe welfare state. He realised too late thrt he had made

a nristake.

When the welfare state was created, the prevailing wisdom
was that neutral, depersonalised transactions wor"rld be key
to levelling opportunity and cornbating poverty. R. H.
Tawney - who was nrarried to lleveridge's sister - believecl

that inequality was rooted in family connections and rela-
tionships. He was influential in arguing for an inrpersonal
bureaucracy. Beatrice and Sidney Webb sirnilarly clispar-

agcd the 'average sensual man', extolling thc virtues of the,

detached professional. The ideas of Ileveridge and his con-
tenrporaries may have bc'en right for their tinre. Bureaucracy
ancl ern arm's length culture c;rn and have worked powerfully
against prejuclice. Br-rt these ideas were starting to causc con-
cerrl to Beveridge, and they are certainly not right for now.

Few people read Beveridge's third report. By 1946 his

patrician language seerned old-fashioned. Beveridge was also

hanrpered by infighting anrong the voluntary sector corn-
rrrittee rnernbers who cared more about lobbying to preserve
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their position than contributing to ideas about future social

systems. These disputes led to findings that lacked clarity.
Perhaps nrost importantly, the British public were irlready

enjoying the fruits of the first report ancl so wider interest in
social policy had waned.

But today, when we face new problems, when there is a
hunger for change and a widely shared view that neither our
existing institutions nor our attelnpts at reform are working,
Beveridge's third report seems far-sighted, His insight that
solutions start with people and the relationships between

thern rnerrks the starting point of a potential future path, a

place fronr which we can begin to reinveut and design sys-

tems for this century.s('

To solve today's problerns we neecl collaboration, we need

to be part of the change and we neecl systems that irrclude all
of us. Participation c:annot be seen as soruething special or
unusual that nrust be celebrated. We need to create systeills

that make participation easy, intuitivr' and natural. And to
do this we need to start in people's lives. XVe need to stand

in conrrnunities and understand both the problems and the

possibil ities frorn this everyday perspe ctive.

This is why I arn at Ella's front door.

Pa rt Il

The Experiments


